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Non-linearity in writing units, entaxis, and Unicode’s display engine
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Display engine of Unicode allowing correct visualization of the Hindi
written word trimurti ‘trinity’.
The occurrence of the diacritical 049D allows the formation of consonantal
nexus such as <tr> and <rt>. The last stage re-organizes glyphs according to
graphic rules of the cursive Devanagari writing.
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Linear assemblage of characters to write the
Sanskrit verb chindanti, ‘they can cut into pieces’,
as e.g. in नैनं छिन्दन्ति शस्त्राणि नैनं दहणि पावक,
nainaṃ chindanti śastrāṇi nainaṃ dahati
pāvakaḥ, ‘the Soul has the properties that
weapon can not pierce it, fire can not burn it’.

Non-linearity in writing units, entaxis and Unicode’s
‘multiplication’ of glyphs
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Hangul jungseong
A = /a/

Non-linearity in writing units, and entaxis: emblems in Aztec writing
tepetl

calli

atl, xalli
atlauhtli
tetl
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<tetl> - <petlatl> - <calli> > te[te]-petla-cal-[co]
(doubled)
Petlacalco ‘In the stone woven wicker cage’
Morpemic structure: [te-tl + (petla-tl + cal-li)]+co
Graphic structure: graphic compound of petlacalli ‘cage,
i.e. chest’ incorporated between tetl ‘stone’ (above and
beneath), petlacalli as a syncretic image of calli (‘house’)
and petlatl ‘woven mat’ and -co (locative suffix).

<tepetl> - <atl> - <xalli> - <tepetl> > tepe-a-xal-tepe[c] ???
Xalatlauhco – ‘In the sandy canyon’
Morphemic structure: [xal-li + atlauh-tli]+co
Graphic structure: two hills (tepetl) represent the canyon
(atlauhtli) between them, atl ‘water’ gives a phonetic
complement for the a-, xalli ‘sand’ is beneath.

xalatlauh-co

Linguistic emblems in Aztec script

евания Ицкоатля (код. Мендосы)

a) TENOCH – name of a leader, graphic compound of nochtli
‘cactus’ upon tetl ‘stone’; graphic ligature to a head
b) COYUCAC – tribe name, free juxtaposition of a head of
coyotl ‘coyote’ and cactli ‘sandal’
c) MATATLAN (Codex Mendoza) – name of place ‘Among
nets’, free juxtaposition of matatl ‘net’ and tlantli ‘teeth’,
homonym for -tlan ‘among’ – phonetic rebus
d) MATATLAN (Historia Tolteca Chichimeca) - a syncretic
image of a hill (tepetl), a symbol of a city not read, in a net –
matatl; graphic fusion
e) YACAPITZTLAN – ‘A place where there are many sharp
objects’ (possibly sharp stones or thorns). Graphic fusion of a
hill with a ‘nose’ yacatl and a ‘bag’ petzotl; -tlan without
graphic representation
f) AHUACATLAN – ‘Where there is a lot of avocado trees’;
‘teeth’ tlantli are incorporated into a tree (for ahaucatl)

g) CUAUHUACAN - ‘The place of possessors of eagles’, an
eagle cuāuh-tli with a tree сuahu-itl as a phonetic
reduplication; possessive suffix -huâ- without graphic
representation, and the same for -can; graphic ligature to the
‘symbol’ (linguistically expressing a metaphor) of conquered
city.

Non-linearity in “writing” units: European heraldic emblems
In coats of arms, units are
always discrete and never
linear, since they are
combined into a global
reading using a space
which does not impose
any preferential order.
Georges Mounin

Non-linguistic graphic
emblems

Linguistic content in an
Italian heraldic emblem of
Bracci’s family (the <arm>
holding the flower is braccio
in Italian).

Emblematic iconic space in pre-dynastic Egyptian hieroglyphs

The name of Egyptian
first king of unified Egypt
Nr-mr (commonly
vocalized as NAR-MER) is
written in circled spaces.

Emblematic and diagrammatic (partially non-iconic) space: Uruk tablet

Type of product:
barley

Amount
ca. 15.000 lt

Function of the tablet:
final account
Period: 37
months
Use ofof
barley:
Name
exchange (?)
administrative
manager: Kushim

Use of barley:
exchange (?)

Emblematic and diagrammatic (partially non-iconic) space:
Micenean Linear B tablet
Horizontal line, from left to right: specific
qualifications of rowers, and numerical amount of
single persons [logographically written] in the
sheep.

Vertical column, from top to bottom:
total amount of rowers/people
embarked on the sheep

In Mycaenean writing, writing act is to
be seen as a communicative process in
which the choice of material surface,
the diagrammatic arrangement of
written signs (alignment, ordering by
columns, extrapolation and highligting
of significant items, change in size of
characters…) play a role even more
important than accurate transcription
of speech.
Massimiliano Marazzi

Emblematic-synsemic space in Aztec writing of Codex Mendoza:
(half a page of) historical report

Emblematic-synsemic space in Aztec writing of Codex Mendoza:
(half a page of) tribute account
Time lapses
in a year ?

Emblematic-synsemic space in Aztec writing of Codex Mendoza:
hypothesis of double-page’s ‘original’ framed space

Emblematic non-linear space of multidimensional structuring images in
Europe: Guilelmus Peraldus: Summa de virtutibus et vitiis
Guilielmus Peraldus, Summa vitiorum
et virtutum [half of XIII c.]
Militia est vita hominis super terram
Every locus of the picture is inscribed.
In order to understand what we see,
we must not only read inscription but
draw our attention to the place in
which has been situated; we have to
slowly retrace, step after step, the
compositive plot [… ]
Lina Bolzoni
[Better], it is the representation of the
structure, the cognitive field
expressed by the text.
Francesco Antinucci

Emblematic non-linear space of multidimensional structuring images in
Europe: the Turris sapientiae
Johannes Metensis, Turris sapientiae, woodcut with Latin
inscriptions [Germany, c. 1475]
Turris sapiencie legatur ab inferiori asce[n]de[ndo] p[er] seriem
l[itte]raru[m] alphabeti.

Elements of the building analogically express, through their
mutual locations and relations, the relationships in the field of
knowledge [Wisdom, i.e. the true knowledge inspired by God].
The ‘physical’ form of the tower as it is represented makes we
see what is the relation between concepts linguistically [i.e.
alphabetically] expressed in the text [with non linear framed
space]: it is radically different from linear order, where this
relation should be mentally inferred and pieced together.
Turris is significantly named Speculum theologiae, i.e.
‘mirror’ , visual representation of theology.
Francesco Antinucci

Emblematic non-linear space of multidimensional structuring images in
Europe: the Byrthferth diagram
The diagram (drawn ca. in
1110) is a scheme
representing the harmonic
relations between spatial and
temporal elements (climates,
seasons, winds, months,
zodiac etc.) [Perondi 2012]

Emblematic non-linear space of multidimensional structuring images in
Europe: Gioacchino da Fiore’s Liber figurarum
Trinitary circles (beginning XIV c.)
The analogically framed space
illustrates the relationships and
correspondences between the
Three Persons of Trinity, and
between trinitarian Persons with
others elements such as AlphaOmega tetragram, human history,
biblical figurae [Perondi 2012]

Contemporary examples of emblematic non-linear space: visual poetry

Stephen Themerson,
English translation of a
Chinese poem by Li Bo
(VIII century A.D.), with
the use of internal
vertical justification
(1949).

Emblematic non-linear (and public) space: visual poetry
Loin du pigeonnier
Et vous savez pourquoi

Pourquoi la chère couleuvre se love
de la mer jusqu'a l'espoir attendrissant
de l'Est

Malourène 75 Canteraine

Hexa èdres bar belés
mais un secret
collines bleu en sentinelle

dans la Forêt ou nous chantons
O gerbes des 305 en déroute

Guillaume Apollinaire

Photo by Anoesjka Minnaard.

Graphic means to emblematically express in writing technical musical terms
CRESCENDO_BACHTRACK

Exploitation of the same
iconic-emblematic strategy in
visual poetry
(Gloria, Ladislav Novak, 1964)

Examples of emblematic non-linear space: scientific diagrams

Darwin sketch of the tree of life (1837),
Schleicher’s Stammbaum of Indoeuropean
languages (1861 [1853])

Contemporary examples of emblematic non-linear space: infographics

Conclusions
-

Linearity, in any writing system, is a semiotic prerequisite in order to assure actual matching
between visual-graphic expressions or units and (sequential, ‘linear’ in Saussurean terms) bits
of speech;

-

However, while a sequential ordering of reading is to be always assumed, many systems of
graphic (and coded) scripts exploit the (at least) bidimensional visual space both a) to
form/construe written characters or units (by joining minimal traits in non-linear paths:
entaxis); and b) mostly to articulate written texts combining those units in non-linear layouts
(significantly framing the textual space in view of a correct and complete reading: synsemia).

-

While linear paths in writing emerge with non-figurative images and, more systematically, with
(a more or less) complete glottic phoneticism, the story of writing repeatedly testifies the use of
multi-linear structuring patterns.

-

This is clearly explained by the semiotic nature of any objectual space inscribed, since “the text
always functions as a sign in ways which are not exhaustively described by giving a merely
‘linguistic’ account of what the text say, of the linguistic [written] forms used, and of their
[glottic] meanings as contrasted with other forms available in the [spoken or written] language”
(Roy Harris).
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